[June formula is given for A in [2] , by the fact that the finite isols are exactly those comparable (under ^) to all other elements of A. It will be shown that this is also true in A" so that the same formula can be used to define F in A2. The proof of this fact will constitute Part 3 of this paper.
2. The sentences Se. Let P0, Px,... be the sequence of positive primes. If 9: £-> E is any function and X is an isol, we follow [1] in calling the sequence {0(n)} the characteristic of X if, for all n, PenM\X and not Pe"M + 1\X.
It is proved in [1] that for each 9, there is an isol X having {9(n)} as its characteristic. It will be shown that this fact is expressible by a sentence Ss of L when 9 is arithmetically definable. It will also be shown that for a large class of such 9, no X e Az has {0(n)} as its characteristic. Then for such 9, Se will be true in A but false in A2. Theorem 1. Corresponding to each arithmetically definable function 9:E->E whose representing predicate is not expressible in both 5-quantifier forms in the arithmetic hierarchy, there is a sentence Se ofL which is true in (A, +, ■) but false in (As, +, •).
Proof. We shall henceforth assume that a formula of L written B(xx,..., xm) contains no free variables other than xx,..., xm. Let 9: E^ E be arithmetically definable, and let Re(m, n) be its representing predicate. There is thus a prenex formula Be(y, z) of L such that, for all m, ne E, (Dl) m = 9(n) <-> Re(m, ri) <-> Be(m, n) is true in E.
Let h: Ex F-> E be the recursive function with representing predicate S (k, m, n) defined by S(k, m,ri)<^k = h(m, «)<-»& = P™.
By the arithmetic definability of recursive relations, there is a prenex formula C(x, y, z) of L such that for all k,m, ne E,
(D3) Let Fin(x) denote the following formula of L :
(Vy)(3z)(x + z = y V y + z = x).
A conjunction Fin(Xi) A • • • A Fin(xm) will be abbreviated by Fin(x1;..., xm).
(D4) For any prenex formula T7(x1;..., xm) of L, define a corresponding formula BE(xx,..., xm) of L by induction on the number of quantifiers, as follows: (a) The definition of BE(xx, ■ ■ ■, xm) evidently serves to restrict the range of the quantifiers in B(xu ..., xm) to {j'IFin(j)}. In terms of the formulas introduced in (D1)-(D4), let Ag(x) be the following formula of L:
(Vy)(Vz)C1u)(Vv) [(Fin(y,z,u,v) 
Finally, let Sg be the sentence (3x)Ae(x). It remains to show that:
(1) Se is true in A.
(2) Sg is true in A2 only if Re(m, n) is expressible in both 5-quantifier forms. Proof. By (Dl) and (D2), Lemma 1.2, and Lemma 1.1, the following are equivalent:
(1) {0(n)} is the characteristic of X, (2) for all ZeE,Y= 0(Z) and U=PYZ and V=PYZ + 1 together imply
is true in A, Proof. Assume Xe E and Ye A2. We require some Ze A2 such that X+Z= Y or Y+Z=X. Now by Lemma 1.1, there is aZe A such that X+Z= Y or Y+Z=X.
In the first case Ze A2 by Lemma 1. 4(a) ; in the second case, Xe E and Zf¿X implies Z £ Fs A2. Thus in either case, Z £ A2 and Fin(Y) is true in A2.
The converse will follow from Theorem 2 of Part 3, in which it is proved that X e A2 -E implies Fin^) is false in A2. Lemma 1.6. Let B(xx,..., xm) be a prenex formula ofL, and let Xx,..., Xme E. Proof. By Lemma 1.4(b), (Dl), and (D2), Lemma 1.6, and Lemma 1.5, the following are equivalent:
(1) {9(n)} is the characteristic of X, (2) for all ZeE, Y= 9(Z) and £/=P| and V=PYZ + 1 together imply
is true in A, (3) for allZEF, Y=9(Z) and U=PYZ and V=PYZ + 1 together imply
We now introduce some recursion-theoretic notation. This will be largely informal, and such formalism as we use derives from [4] . The notation ( ), (E), &, V, -i, -> of a first-order predicate calculus will be used for notational convenience, and is not to be confused with the formal symbolism of L. Let q0, ?i,... be a Kleene enumeration of all partial recursive functions of one variable. If wk = range qk, then w0, Wx,. ■ ■ is an enumeration of all r.e. sets and if X e A2, then A"=<wé> for some e; we call e an index of X. Let p0,Px, • • • be an effective enumeration of all 1-1 partial recursive functions, given by a recursive function g such that pk~qg(k) for each k. We note that
Lemma 1.8. Let Q(a, b, m, n) denote the number-theoretic predicate:
Then Q(a, b, m, n) is expressible inform EAEA in the arithmetic hierarchy.
Proof. We show that a defining expression for Q (a, b, m, n) in terms of quantifiers and recursive predicates can be brought to EAEA prenex form by means of the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm described in [7] . Let « be the recursive function defined by h(m, n)=Pm and, for i e E, let j8, = {2<3* | x e w'b}, ßb.m.n = Po ^' ' "^ Pft(m,n)-1.
Then <ßu = <w'0} for each i, so that <ßb,m,n>=Pm«> and
by (A2). Now xewa has ZÍ form, since wa is r.e., z=pk(x) has Zs form, by (Al), and z e j3j,>mn <-> (Eu)(Ev)(v ew'D & u< h(m, n) & z = 2"3"), which can be brought to form Ziy4. Thus ß(a, è, «i, n) has form
which by the algorithm can be reduced, in sequence, to
[June Lemma 1.9. Let Xe Az, and assume that {9(n)} is the characteristic of X. Then the representing predicate of 9 is expressible in both 5-quantifier forms in the arithmetic hierarchy.
Proof. Let X=(w'ay have characteristic {9(n)}, and let Re(m,n) be the representing predicate of 9, i.e., RB(m, n) <-y m = 9(n) for all m, ne E.
Then, since the characteristic of X is uniquely determined,
which by Lemma 1.8 has form E(EAEA) & A(AEAE) which reduces to EAEA & AEAE. As is well known, this form is recursive in the 4-quantifier form of highest degree, or, equivalently, can be written in both 5-quantifier forms. Proof of Theorem 1. Let 9 be any arithmetically definable function whose representing predicate Re(m, n) is not expressible in both 5-quantifier forms.
Then:
(1) By [1, Theorem TI] there is an Xe A which has {9(n)} as its characteristic. By Lemma 1.3, this implies Ag(X) is true in A, so that Se is true in A.
(2) Assume Se is true in A2 ; then for some X e A2, Ae(X) is true in A2. By Lemma 1.7, this implies {9(ri)} is the characteristic of X, from which it follows by Lemma 1.9 that Re(m, n) is expressible in both 5-quantifier forms. Since this is a contradiction, we conclude that Sg is false in A2.
Remark. The sentences Se chosen for Theorem 1 are merely illustrative of a type of sentence which can serve to distinguish between the first-order theories of (A, +, •) and (A2, +, •). Theorem TI of [1], which was applied above, is a special case of the "extended Chinese remainder theorem for isols" [5, Theorem 4.5] . Other instances of the latter could be similarly used to yield elementary differences between A and A2.
3. First-order characterization of E in A2. It remains to show that the finite isols are the only elements of A2 comparable to all other elements of A2. This requires the direct construction of r.e. sets, for which the natural tool is the "priority" method in its various manifestations [8] . A scheme for adapting this method to the construction of co-simple isols was described in [3] ; unfortunately it does not appear to be sufficiently general to handle the present case. Proof. The recursion-theoretic notation is that introduced for the proof of Lemma 1.8. We assume an effective procedure for simultaneously generating all r.e. sets, and denote by wk the finite set of elements of wk generated at stages t^u. Let R0, Rx,.. be a partition of E into infinite disjoint recursive sets. We adopt the following notation for purposes of abbreviation :
(1) a -<kß = a ç domain^ and/^fa) s ß.
Thus <«>^<i8> only if (Ek)(a<kß).
pk is thus a recursive function whose value corresponds roughly to the result of performing t steps in the computation of pk(x). It is evident that tTk(x) and pk(x) are bounded, nondecreasing functions of t and that limf pk(x) = pk(x), if x e domain pk, = 0 otherwise. Now assume Xe Az -E, so that X=(w'a) where w'a is immune. Instructions will be given for generating an r.e. set y which will satisfy the following "requirements,"
for each k :
(lk) wk infinite -> wk n y# 0, This will evidently give Y= <y'> e A2, with Y$ X and X$ Y. We will define by simultaneous induction on t, recursive functions F(k, t), G(k, t), and H(k, t), and will generate y by putting into it at each stage t the values F(k, t), G(k, t), H(k, t) for k ^ t. The gist of the construction is as follows : To satisfy requirement (2k), we try to keep in y' some x for which pk(x) $ w'a; to satisfy requirement (lfc), we try to put into y an element of wk ; and to satisfy requirement (3k), we try to put into y the number pk(z) for some z e w'a. These are evidently conflicting requirements, and we resolve this conflict by the following device : At stage t, we "tag" the least xe Rk-yt~1 for which it appears thatpk(x) $ w'a, and put into y, G(k, r) = the next larger element of Rk-yt'1. The fact that w'a is immune and that hence there is no infinite r.e. sequence {xt} such that pk(x¡) e w'a for all i, will insure that (i) only finitely many elements of Rk are ever "tagged,"
[June (ii) for some "tagged" x e Rk, pk(x) $ w'a and x is never put in y, and (iii) Rk n y is finite.
Since the "naïve" attempts at satisfying requirements (lk) and (3k) described above would interfere with the termination of the "tagging" process, we modify them slightly as follows: The value of F(k, t) represents an attempt to put into y an element of wk-{JjÉk R¡, and that of T7(A:, t) an attempt to put into y, pk(z) for some z e w'a for which pk(z) $ [Ji<k R¡. These attempts will fail only if (1) Wk^UiSk R, or (2) pk(w'a)ç\Jj<k Rt. In the first case, wk n /£(U/s* R¡) n y' which is finite, so that either wk is finite or wk n y^ 0 ; in the second case, pk(w'a) n y'^i\Jj<k Rj) n y which is finite, so that either pk(z) is undefined for some z e w'a or /»fc(z) e y for some z e w'a. Thus in either case, the relevant requirement is satisfied anyway.
We proceed to the formal construction and the proof (by induction on k) that all requirements are eventually satisfied. Define F(k, t), G(k, t), H(k, t) and auxiliary recursive functions n(k, t), r(k, t), x(i, k, t), z(i, t), v(k, t), s(k, t) as follows :
Stage 0. For all k and i, let
Stage t>0. For k>t and all i, let Finally, let y^y1^ u (\Jk±t{F(k, t), G(k, t), H(k, /)}).
Remark. The following easily verified facts are noted here for future reference : (Rl) z(i, t) and x(i, k, t) are strictly increasing functions of i.
(R3) 77(7, 0#0 -* H(j, t) e C]k<j R'k.
(R4) (G(j, 0^0 & «=«(/ /)) -> Hx(n,j, t)=0vp{x(n,j, t) e wj). Then for all t^t*, z(0, t) = z*. Case 1. z* i domainp0. Then tto(z*)=0 for all /, so that for all tZt*, Z7(0, 0 =7r'0(z*)=0, which proves (a) . Part (b) holds since z* e w'a implies w'a^ domain p0. Case 2. Otherwise. Then for some u, nol(z*)>0 and pl(z*) =Po(z*)-Let u* = max(r *, u). Then for all t ^ u*, 77(0, t) =p0(z*) =/?0(z*), which proves (a) . Part (b) holds since z* e w'a while p0(z*) = H(0, u*) e yu'<^y.
In the following, c(a) denotes cardinality a.
Lemma 2.3. T/lim¡ T7(/ 0 exists for allj^k, then (a) limt n(k, t) exists, (b) c(Rk n y') = 1 + lim( n(k, t), (c) noty'<kw 'a. Proof. This will be divided into steps (2.3.1)-(2.3.5), each of which has as hypothesis lim( 77(7> 0 exists for ally á k.
(2.3.1) There is a stage u>k such that This, together withyá/r-c«, implies x e y". Let wfc=the least u satisfying (2.3.1). We define by simultaneous induction on t two partial recursive functions tk(i) and/fc(i), as follows: tk(0) = uk+l, fk(0) = (px)(x e Äfc-y"*).
Now assume that for all/< /, tk(j) and fk(j) have been defined.
Caie 2. Otherwise. Then ?fc(i) and fk(i) are undefined. It is evident that tk and /. are strictly increasing functions of i, that tk(i) > i for all i e domain tk, and that domain tk = domain/, is an initial segment of E.
Let ok denote this common domain, (2.3.2) ok is finite and nonvoid.
Proof. <7t7¿ 0 since/c(0) and rfc(0) are defined, so that 0 e ok. We will show that if ok is infinite, then w'a has an infinite r.e. subset. Now if ok is infinite, then ok = F and fk(i) is defined for all i e E. We claim the following then hold: (a) pkfk(i) is defined for each i e E, (b) Pkfkij) e < for each i e F.
To prove (a), assume that pkfk(i*) is undefined for some i*. Then for all t, 7rfc/fcO'*) = 0, so that for i = i'* +1, Case 1 of the definition of fk(i) fails to occur and fk(i) is undefined, contradicting the assumption that ak = E. To prove (b), assume that for some i*, pkfk(i*)ewa. Then for all sufficiently large t, ■ntkfk(i*)>0 and Pkfk(i*) 6 wi. Let t* = G**X' > tk(i*) & «£/*(**) > 0 & pifk(i*) e wi).
Nowi'*<ífc(i'*)<í*, and t>tk(t*-l)>t*-I ^ t^t*, so that (t)(t > tk(t*-1) -> (Ej)i<t.(pkfk(j) e wi)).
Thus for i*=r*, Case 1 above fails to occur and fk(t*) is undefined, again contradicting the assumption that ak=E. The set {pkfk(i) | i e E} is evidently r.e. ; it is infinite because of (a) and the fact that/»,,; is 1-1 and/fc strictly increasing; and by (b), it is a subset of w'a. Hence o-k being infinite is inconsistent with the hypothesis that w'a is immune.
Let Mk denote the largest element of ak.
(2.3.3) (Ej%ck(fk(j) $ domainpk V pkfk(j) e wa).
Proof. Assume not. Then for all j^Mk, fk(j) e domain pk and pkfk(j)$wa. Choose t > tk(Mk) so large that Trkfk(j) > 0 for ally'á Mk. Then for this t, we have (JUuMcfnU) > 0 & pif^iwi), so that Case 1 of the definition of fk(i) occurs for i = Affc+l. Then Af^+l eok, which is a contradiction.
Let mk = (pj)i^k(W) i domain pk vpkfk(j) e wa).
(2.3.4) (OiSmÁOm.MaÁxÜ, K t) = fk(j)) (i.e., for all sufficiently large t, Rk-y'-1 = {fk(0), ■ ■ ■ ,fk(i), x(i+1, k, t), x(i+2, k, t),...}).
Proof. By induction on i and t -tk(i) : (a0) For i=rfc(0), we have A(0) = (px)(xeRk-y-«) = x(0,k,uk+l) = x(0, k, tk (0)).
(b0) Now assume that/fc(0) = x(0, k, t) for some rä tk (0) . Then fk(0) = (px) (xeRk-yt-i) and, since Rk-yt<=:Rk-yi~1, proving fk(0)=x(0, k, t+ 1) reduces to showing that/,(0) ^ y'-y'"1. Assume otherwise. Then/k(0) e {Jut {F(j, t), G(j, t), H(j, t)}.
Case l.(EJUt(fk(0) = F(j,t)yfk(0) = H(j,t)). Then, since fk(0)eRk and t^tk(0)>uk we deduce from (2.3.1) and the definition of uk that/fc(0) eyut£yf_1, which contradicts the induction hypothesis.
